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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

DYNAMICS OF ACTION POTENTIAL DURATION:
EFFECTS ON RESTITUTION AND REPOLARIZATION
ALTERNANS

The presented studies investigate dynamics of action potential duration (APD) to better understand the underlying mechanism for repolarization alternans.

We recorded trans-membrane potentials (TMP) in canine endocardial muscle tissue using standard glass microelectrode under the control of an explicit diastolic interval (DI) control pacing protocol, i.e. feedback protocol. During sequential sinusoidal DI activation, the trajectory of APD dynamics has multiple values of APD correspondent to the same DI, i.e. restitution is a bi-modal relationship. Our results indicate that: 1) there is a delay, similar to hysteresis, of change in APD responding to change in DI, 2) and the time course of the delay is asymmetric for fast or slow pacing history. The alternans was observed during constant DI pacing, i.e. the DI preceding each APD was invariant or changed within a limited range. This finding suggests that alternans of APD do not need the oscillation of preceding DI, i.e. DI dependent restitution is not a necessary condition for the alternans. This result implies that DI independent component exists in the mechanism of the alternans. Nonetheless, the amplitude of alternans was statistically
larger during constant pacing cycle length (PCL) pacing than that during constant DI pacing, even though both PCL and DI pacing trials used similar average activation rate. These results also demonstrate the ability of the feedback protocol to analyze the memory effects and dissect different components in the mechanism of alternans.

Two computational models, Luo-Rudy dynamics (LRD) and cardiac ventricle model (CVM) were used to study the hysteresis in restitution. By perturbing membrane current: L-type calcium current, rapid and slow potassium rectifier, and intracellular calcium transfer rate in sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) and using sinusoidal DI pacing sequence, we showed that the asymmetric calcium current across the membrane and its interaction with calcium buffer in SR during increasing and decreasing DI phase plays an important role in the hysteresis. CVM was used to study the alternans during constant DI pacing. However CVM failed to replicate the alternans that occurred in the experiments. This result implies that CVM lacks the electrophysiological kinetics related to alternans that was shown in our experiment.

KEYWORDS: Arrhythmia, Restitution, Repolarization Alternans, Action Potential Duration, Cardiac Memory.
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Chapter 1 Background

The last two decades have witnessed the significant enrichment of knowledge and improvement of therapy in treating the heart diseases. However, the cardiovascular disease remains the primary cause of death\(^1\). Among these causes of death, the sudden cardiac death (SCD) is one of the most serious public health threats. Clinically, SCD is defined as the unexpected natural death from a cardiac cause within a short time period\(^2\). The death can generally occur less than one hour from onset of symptoms. Such a rapid death can happen to a person without auras, which makes SCD even more dangerous. Because the death certification usually does not include the information of when the SCD symptoms start, it may be difficult to know the duration of the symptoms and apply the above definition of SCD in practice. As an alternative, the SCD can be described as any cardiac death occurring out of hospital, in emergence room, or on the way to the emergency room\(^3\). Based on this alternative definition, there were 456,076 incidences of SCD among United States residents aged greater than 35 in 1998\(^4\), which account for about 63% of all cardiac deaths at that year. It is believed that the overwhelming number of SCD in coronary disease (about 335,000 deaths per year) is from cardiac arrhythmia or ventricular fibrillation (VF)\(^1\). During VF, the heart loses the sinus rhythm and cannot work efficiently as a blood pump. Without a propeller of blood, the circulatory system fails to continuously provide oxygen to major organs. The consequence of depriving oxygen especially to the brain is catastrophe.
1.1 Antiarrhythmic therapies

Because of the magnitude of the arrhythmia problems, it becomes a pressing need to develop efficient antiarrhythmic therapies. Theoretically, an effective therapy could be antiarrhythmic agents or non-pharmaceutical methods to prevent the life-threatening arrhythmia. The Vaughan Williams (VW) classification is one of the most widely used classification schemes for antiarrhythmic agents. In the VW classification, the antiarrhythmic agents are classified based on what portion of the action potential that they directly affect. There are five classes: Class I, II, III, IV and V. Class I agents, including sub-class Ia, Ib, and Ic, block sodium (Na) channel. Class Ia depresses phase 0 depolarization and prolongs action potential duration (APD). Class Ib agents shorten APD and reduce refractoriness. Class Ic agents remarkably depress phase 0 depolarization, decrease conductivity, but have minimal effects on APD. Class II agents are conventional beta blockers that slow conduction through the AV node. Class III agents block potassium (K) channels. They prolong APD and increase refractoriness without decreasing conduction velocity. Class IV agents are calcium (Ca) channel blockers. Class V agents work though the other or unknown mechanism to affect the action potential.

Although after decades of intensive studies, the antiarrhythmic drugs clinical trials have shown limited overall success, and some of them even resulted in increased mortality. The Cardiac Arrhythmia Suppression Trial (CAST) was set up by National Heart Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI) and its results CAST I and CAST II were published in 1989 and 1992. Encainide and flecainide in CAST I, and moricizine in CAST II were used to treat patients. All of these drugs are Class Ic agents that were
thought to prevent premature ventricular contraction and hence protect patients from arrhythmia. However, results of CAST I showed a 3.6-fold risk of arrhythmic death compared with placebo-treated patients\textsuperscript{7}. CAST II was terminated early by the CAST investigators after the first 14-day exposure period, because of the high lethal rate in the treatment group versus the placebo group (17 vs. 3)\textsuperscript{8}. In 1996, Survival With Oral D-sotalol (SWORD) trial\textsuperscript{9} investigator published their results. They found d-sotalol, a Class III pure K channel blocker, increased the arrhythmic mortality. The results of Amiodarone for Resuscitation after out-of-hospital cardiac arrest (ARREST) trial\textsuperscript{10} show that the patients treated with amiodarone have higher rate of survival to hospital admission due to ventricular arrhythmia compared to placebo group. But this study is underpowered to detect the difference between groups of survival to hospital discharge. Another trial, European Myocardial Infarct Amiodarone Trial (EMIAT)\textsuperscript{11} assessed the effects of amiodarone in patients with previous myocardial infarction (MI). The results show the amiodarone may decrease arrhythmic death, but have no effects on overall cardiac mortality. It is worthy to notice that although amiodarone is classified as a Class III agent, it blocks many types of ionic channels that give amiodarone features of from Class I to IV agents\textsuperscript{12}. The Danish Investigations of Arrhythmia and Mortality on Dofetilide (DIAMOND) trial investigates dofetilide (Class III agent) on mortality among patients with congestive heart failure (DIAMOND-CHF)\textsuperscript{13} and prior myocardial infarction (DIAMOND-MI)\textsuperscript{14}. Both DIAMOND-CHF and DIAMOND-MI failed to find differences of all-cause survival between the dofetilide group and the placebo group. Nonetheless, dofetilide successfully reduced the risk of hospitalization for patients with heart failure. Treatment of dofetilide also helped in converting atrial fibrillation (AF) into
sinus rhythm and maintaining sinus rhythm once it was restored. The Amiodarone versus Lidocaine in Pre-hospital Ventricular Fibrillation Evaluation (ALIVE)\textsuperscript{15} trial compared the amiodarone and lidocaine (Class Ib agent) in patients of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest. The results of ALIVE trial indicated treatment with amiodarone significantly increased survival rate of patients to hospital admission than that with lidocaine. The beta-blocker as an antiarrhythmic agent showed a larger likelihood in reducing cardiac mortality\textsuperscript{16}, yet under some debate\textsuperscript{17}. The Beta-Blocker Heart Attack Trial (BHAT)\textsuperscript{18} showed propranolol significantly reduced all-cause mortality by 26%. In some other trials, decrease of mortality was also associated with administration of beta-blocker\textsuperscript{16}. In one comparison trial, Antiarrhythmics Versus Implantable Defibrillators (AVID)\textsuperscript{19} trial also showed that beta-blocker independently improved survival rate.

In the last two decades, most of antiarrhythmic agent, except beta-blocker and amiodarone, trials showed unsuccessful results. In the view of these disappointing results, the interest in non-pharmaceutical therapy, such as implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD), is growing. The ICD therapy has shown superior benefits on survival compared with drug therapy\textsuperscript{2}. The AVID\textsuperscript{19} trial investigator concluded that ICD give higher survival rate than drug therapy (predominantly amiodarone) in the patients with lower left ventricular ejection faction (LVEF). Another trial, Defibrillator versus Beta-blockers for Unexplained Death in Thailand (DEBUT)\textsuperscript{20} compare the mortality of patients with treatment of beta-blockers versus ICD. During the 3-year follow-up, there were 7 deaths in the beta-blocker group. No death occurred in the defibrillator group, although 12 defibrillator patients received shocks due to recurrent VF. In Multicenter Automatic Defibrillator Implantation Trial (MADIT I)\textsuperscript{21}, ICD improved survival in patients with
coronary disease, reduced left ventricular ejection fraction, and previous MI. MADIT I did not find evidence that support beta-blocker or amiodarone decrease mortality rate in its included patients. MADIT II\textsuperscript{22} used ICD as prophylactic therapy in patients with a prior MI and advanced left ventricular dysfunction. The results show prophylactic ICD therapy improves survival compared with the conventional therapy.

The ICD therapy reduces the mortality in patients with high risk of ventricular arrhythmia. But the success of electrical therapy does not mean we have won the war against the arrhythmia. The cost of ICD implantation is still expensive, which prohibits its usage to many people in the world. These implanted devices also have psychological and lifestyle negatives\textsuperscript{12}. A majority of SCD occur outside of hospital without medical attention\textsuperscript{23}. It is very important to identify those patients before the mishap happens. However, the results from antiarrhythmic agent trials indicate how inadequate our knowledge of the mechanism of arrhythmia is\textsuperscript{12}, and because of that, an efficient method has not been found to accurate identify the patients at a high risk of SCD\textsuperscript{24}, which will allow physicians to prevent the cardiac catastrophe. Therefore, it is still critical to study the fundamental mechanism of arrhythmia. Until we reach the level of systematic understanding arrhythmia, we will not be able to accurately screen out the patients at high risk, and prevent VF with a cost-effective treatment.

1.2 Mechanisms of arrhythmia

The exploration of the mechanisms responsible for arrhythmia can be largely divided into three parts: the substrate of arrhythmia, the triggering events, and their interactions\textsuperscript{24}. The triggering events are transient incidents that initiate an episode of deadly arrhythmia,
such as nervous regulation\textsuperscript{25}, ischemia\textsuperscript{26}, stress\textsuperscript{27} and sleep\textsuperscript{2}. One of the triggering events is the autonomic nervous system (ANS) that influences the cardiac properties\textsuperscript{25} via sympathetic and parasympathetic innervations\textsuperscript{27, 28}. The heterogeneity of sympathetic response to cardiac injury is repeatedly connected with high arrhythmogenesis\textsuperscript{29, 30}. Because of the transient and variable features of the trigger events, it is not easy to characterize them. Comparing these evanescent triggering events, the substrate of arrhythmia is easier to study and thereafter we can find a way to control it.

By using integrative and deductive approaches\textsuperscript{31}, the study of VF can be divided into several levels: organ, tissue, cell, and sub-cellular level. The arrhythmia could rise from different levels\textsuperscript{32,33, 34}. Our study was primarily focused on cellular/membrane level in the experiment study and slightly down to cell/sub-cellular level in the computational study.

Cardiac function is established on a finely balanced system. The rhythm problems are highly complicated and there may be more than one mechanism that can produce fibrillation\textsuperscript{35-41}. It is specially meaningful, because, as the results of CAST trials\textsuperscript{7, 8} pointed out, the efforts of trying to suppress one mechanism to fibrillation might raise another one. Reentry is the current textbook mechanism of VF\textsuperscript{42}. The normal propagation of electrical wave starts from the sinus node, meanders through the atria, passes the AV node, goes through the bundles of His, and excites the ventricles from endocardium to epicardium. During the propagation through the ventricles, the impulses travel only in the forward direction, i.e. excited cells will not excite the exciting cells. However, under some conditions, the antegrade impulses are blocked by a unidirectional block. In the classical description of reentry mechanism\textsuperscript{43}, if the conduction velocity and pathway are suitable, the retrograde impulse can travel back into the previously blocked area. And if
that segment of tissue has become excitable, the retrograde impulse is able to travel through the block area and returns to the previous passed area. Such re-entry completes a circuit. This reentry circuit has self-sustained manner that provides the substrate for fibrillation.

A prevalent hypothesis for mechanism of reentry wave break up is single or multiple spiral wavelet(s) hypothesis. It was hypothesized that during fibrillation, there are one or more 3-dimensional spiral wavelets of electrical activation present. These wavelets continuously stimulate the reentry circuit. In the multiple wavelet case, the wavelets also crash on each other. The collisions annihilate the mother spirals and at the same time initiate more daughter spirals. These spiral waves become rotors that drive the ventricular muscle cells at a much faster rate than the sinus rhythm into a highly spatiotemporal disorder state, i.e. VF. Therefore, the study of spiral wave break up and evolution can provide valuable information for developing therapies to prevent the onset of fibrillation and terminate VF.

The current experimental techniques provide powerful tools to investigate the spiral wave dynamics. Besides the standard glass micropipette techniques, the plunge needles and epicardial recording sock electrode array, allow us to observe the electrical wave activities across the ventricular wall and heart surface. The optical mapping techniques can visualize the surface potentials at a higher resolution. In spite of the advantage of these techniques, the transmural information remains largely hidden. The mathematical modeling and simulation presents a promising way to further explore the experimental data and bring insightful ideas back to the experiment studies. Early computational study by Wiener and Rosenblueth provided a theoretical explanation of the obstacle causing
reentry waves\textsuperscript{44}. After that, because of the dramatic increase of computation capability, the investigation for mechanisms of spiral wave break up has been extended to 2-dimensional\textsuperscript{33}, \textsuperscript{59-61}, 3-dimensional\textsuperscript{62}, \textsuperscript{63}, and 3-dimensional model with realistic structures\textsuperscript{64}.

A number of mechanisms of spiral wave break up have been proposed\textsuperscript{44}. It is believed that the instability of action potential duration (APD) plays a critical role to the initiation and maintain of fibrillation\textsuperscript{65}. As the heart rate increases to a threshold level, APDs may show an oscillating pattern. It usually manifests as long and short alternative change of APD, i.e. alternans\textsuperscript{66}. Under some conditions, for instance, further increasing heart rate, the alternans would go into a high order periodic oscillation and eventually fall into chaotic fibrillation\textsuperscript{67}. Although the break up can occur in a homogeneous tissue\textsuperscript{68,69}, the spatial heterogeneity\textsuperscript{55,70-74}, conduction velocity\textsuperscript{33,34}, and their interaction\textsuperscript{75,76} may also provide substrate for fibrillation.

Although the general pattern of spiral wave break up has been characterized, the underlying mechanisms responsible for the onset and the perpetuation of alternans have not been elucidated\textsuperscript{38,44}. The present dissertation explored the cardiac electrical restitution relationship, which is believed to be a key issue in identifying the mechanisms of fibrillation. Our researches are focused on the temporal characteristics including: 1) the delay response of change in APD to the change of DI in the restitution of APD, 2) two components of mechanism responsible for the APD alternans, 3) ionic dynamics underlying the hysteresis and alternans by using computational models. The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 is the introduction section that reviewed current advance in research of alternans and restitution. Chapter 3 describes the methods
used in our experimental and theoretical studies. Chapter 4 presents the results of our experiment and simulation. In chapter 5, we discuss the experiment and simulation results. At the end of the dissertation, chapter 6 provides a short summary of the present studies.
Chapter 2 Introduction

Repolarization alternans is a periodic change in the electrocardiogram T wave or the action potential\textsuperscript{32}. Usually, the time course of repolarization is manifested as a beat by beat change that repeats once every other beat. The beat by beat change of T-wave amplitude, named T-wave alternans (TWA), is associated with SCD under different pathologic conditions\textsuperscript{77-79} and therefore can be used as a marker to arrhythmia\textsuperscript{80-84}. Therefore, the origin of fibrillation has been closely related to repolarization alternans or APD alternans\textsuperscript{32, 85}.

2.1 Restitution Hypothesis

A putative mechanism of alternans and spiral wave break up is the restitution hypothesis. The restitution can be described by the relationship that associates APDs to its preceding diastolic intervals (DIs). It is hypothesized that a steep slope of restitution relationship is proarrhythmic, and a flat slope therefore is antiarrhythmic\textsuperscript{86}. As shown in Figure 2.1, the restitution relationship is defined by the APD at the n beat (APD\textsubscript{n}) and its preceding DI (DI\textsubscript{n}). For clarity, this relationship was simplified as a straight line. Because the slope of restitution in Figure 2.1A is larger than 1, a perturbation from old cycle length to a new cycle length results in the functional block. When the activation rate switched to new cycle length after the n-1 beat of APD (APD\textsubscript{n-1}), the rest time left for the next beat (DI\textsubscript{n}) was decided by the intersection point of restitution curve and new cycle length line. As shown in Figure 2.1A, the APD\textsubscript{n-1} is calculated at point ‘A’, and DI\textsubscript{n} is
computed at point ‘B’ by subtracting APD_{n-1} from cycle length (CL). According to the restitution, the APD_{n} following DI_{n} is the ordinate of point ‘C’. The reiteration of above process demonstrates an oscillation of APD. When the DI reached point ‘X’, the cell was in the refractory period, which caused a functional block. On the contrary, if slope of restitution is less than 1, the perturbation of cycle length change will not lead to block as Figure 2.1B showed.
Figure 2.1 Graphic explanation of restitution hypothesis. These cartoons depict that the APD evolution when the cycle length is shortened from old cycle length to new cycle length. The original working point was point ‘A’, i.e. the intersection of ‘Old Cycle Length’ line and the ‘Restitution Relationship’. When the cycle length switched to the ‘New cycle length’ line, the DI for the next beat...
was decided by point ‘B’. Then the following APD was resulted by point ‘C’. Similarly, the DIs and APDs for the following beats can be obtained at point D, E, and F. In panel A, the slope of restitution relationship is larger than one. The shortening of cycle length leads to a functional block that is shown at point ‘X’. On the contrary, in panel B, a flattened restitution relationship a convergent APD evolution to the point ‘X’, i.e. the intersection of the ‘New cycle length’ line and restitution relationship.

Several experimental results\textsuperscript{56, 87-89} provide evidence supporting the hypothesis that steepness of restitution plays a determinant role in arrhythmogenesis. Theoretical studies\textsuperscript{59, 68, 90} indicate that the spiral wave can break up in the homogeneous tissues with a steeper slope of restitution, i.e. the dynamic spatiotemporal heterogeneity is sufficient for alternans and conduction block. The evidence supporting the restitution hypothesis of slope is further strengthened by experimental study in Purkinje fiber\textsuperscript{69} and simulation study on realistic three-dimensional computer model of cardiac anatomy\textsuperscript{64}. Therefore, flattening the slope of restitution\textsuperscript{91, 92} may become a novel approach\textsuperscript{66} in developing therapy to treat patients at high risk of VF. The traditional restitution relationship is a one dimensional map that only includes the immediately preceding DI’s contribution to the current APD. But the effects on APD from previous activation history, i.e. cardiac memory, are also critical in initiation and perpetuation of arrhythmia\textsuperscript{93-96}. Because of the presence of cardiac memory, APD may become shorter than that predicted by restitution with a shorter previous APD activation history, and vice versa\textsuperscript{97}. Given strong enough
memory, alternans may not happen in spite of a steep restitution relation. New criteria of spiral wave stability with consideration of cardiac memory effects are still developing.

Several lines of recent studies suggest that the mechanism responsible for electrical alternans root in the intracellular calcium store. Chudin, et al. showed the alternans of Ca transient occurred when the membrane potential was identical by using action potential clamp (AP clamp). Pruvot, et al. demonstrated a weak correlation between the threshold of alternans and the steepness of the restitution slope in guinea pig model by using a simultaneous membrane potential and calcium (Ca) optical mapping setup. In another fluorescent experiment, Omichi, et al. found the results of dominant frequency analysis from intracellular Ca and membrane voltage were similar during ventricular tachycardia (VT), but significantly different during VF in swine ventricle. Lakireddy, et al. further indicated the alternans of Ca transient was not necessarily associated with alternans of APD on ischemic guinea pig heart. The results of these studies suggest the role of restitution in alternans, and in wave break, may be equivocal.

The primary evidence used in these studies is the lack of correlation between the slope of restitution and alternans. In most previous studies, alternans and restitution were measured by using different schedules of constant pacing cycle length (PCL) protocols. For example, Walker, et al. when quantifying the hysteresis of alternans on guinea pigs, used a decreasing and increasing PCL stepwise pacing protocol beginning with the baseline cycle length of 500 msec. At each step, a constant PCL was maintained for 1 minute, which means at least 120 beats (1min/500msec = 120beats). Then the APDs were measured for the last two consecutive beats. During alternans of APD, their
preceding DI was also oscillating, i.e. the restitution mechanism was always engaged.

With the existence of restitution of APD, shortening of DI causes shortening of APD, and vice versa. It is impossible, therefore, when pacing at constant cycle lengths to determine the mechanisms of alternans without the process being complicated by DI dependent restitution. For the studies questioning the role of DI dependent restitution in arrhythmogenesis, the lack of correlation can serve as indirect evidence predisposing to factors other than restitution. However, are these alternating DIs the cause or the effect of alternans of APDs? This question was still unanswered by the previous studies. One objective of our studies is providing a conclusion to this question.

2.2 Pacing protocols

The restitution of APD is often measured by using S1S2 or S1S1 pacing schemes. In S1S2 scheme, a stimulus (S2) is delivered after several tens of beats at constant cycle length (S1). This S1S2 stimulus train is repeated and the S2 intervals are shortened in stepwise manner until 2:1 block occurs. The APD resulting from S2 stimulus and its preceding DI are measured. When all pairs of DI and APD have been collected from all S2 stimuli, the DI and APD pairs are plotted in a restitution curve. This protocol is referred to as the standard restitution protocol\textsuperscript{87}. Another frequently used scheme, the S1S1 protocol, was proposed recently\textsuperscript{87}. Similar to standard restitution protocol, tissue is also first paced for several tens of S1 beats. However, instead of using S2 stimulus, the DI and APD are measured at the end of the S1 stimulus train. Then the sequence of S1 stimuli is repeated at a shorter S1-S1 interval. When the PCL is short enough to generate alternans, the DI and APD were measured twice from the last two consecutive beats. This protocol is referred to as the dynamic restitution protocol\textsuperscript{87}. Both standard and dynamic
restitution include several tens of pacing beats before the measurement of DI and APD, which involved steady state effects. However, recent studies\textsuperscript{95, 108-110} demonstrate that the stability also depend on the rate-dependent and memory aspects of restitution, which are not measured in either standard or dynamic protocol.

In the present studies, we used a previously developed DI-control based pacing protocol – feedback protocol\textsuperscript{111, 112} to explore the characteristics of restitution and alternans. The feedback pacing protocol can explicitly control DI and hence make the DI independent of APD\textsuperscript{112}. The motivation for using a feedback based protocol is as follows: 1) Although in restitution hypothesis prediction of the change in APDs is in a beat by beat manner, the restitution relationship is not quantified during sequential changes in DI in currently utilized protocols\textsuperscript{111}. 2) Explicitly controlling DI permits a more direct demonstration of effects of memory by varying the rate of change of DIs, which would improve understanding restitution and prediction of APD stability. 3) Furthermore, by applying a specially designed constant DI sequence, the restitution effects, the preceding DI change causes following APD change, are eliminated. Then this research will be able to identify the underlying mechanism of alternans. It also provides a more applicable way to explore the restitution relationship sequentially, which brings insight into the mechanism responsible for restitution.

\subsection*{2.3 Two components of alternans and hysteresis in restitution}

The restitution hypothesis proposes the change in DI leads to the change in APD. Therefore, the restitution or DI restitution serves as one of the fundamental contributors to the alternans and fibrillation. However, results from recent experiments suggest the
role of DI restitution is equivocal. We hypothesized that DI restitution is not a necessary condition for alternans of APD to exist. To test this hypothesis, the feedback pacing protocol was applied on endocardial tissue from canines. Unlike the conventional pacing protocols, the DIs preceding each long and short APDs were the same. Alternans of APD was observed even when preceding DIs were invariant. These results provide direct evidence that there are two components in the mechanism responsible for alternans: DI restitution dependent and independent components. These results provide the explanation for the seemingly contradict results of previous studies\cite{66,71,93,105}. Nonetheless, when DIs were changed in short and long pattern accordingly during constant PCL pacing, the amplitude of alternans was larger than that during constant DI pacing. This result suggests that DI restitution plays an important role in maintaining the alternans.

We investigated restitution relationship during sequential change of DI. During oscillatory DIs, restitution showed bi-modal trajectory similar to hysteresis. For a given DI, there were multiple values of APD. Sequential and explicit control of DI suggests that use of a uni-modal relationship to predict APD when DIs change in sequence may not be appropriate. Because the restitution is strongly affected by activation history, i.e. cardiac memory, the restitution quantified under sequential activation directly evaluates the memory effects. Our results provide a mechanism that explains how cardiac memory buffers the alternans via hysteresis in the restitution.
Chapter 3  Methods

3.1 Experimental preparation

Experimental data were collected from a total of eleven adult mongrel dogs of either sex weighting between 18-25 kg. Six dogs were used to study the hysteresis in the restitution of APD. Five dogs were used in investigating alternans during constant DI activation. All of the studies were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Kentucky.

The dogs were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (40 mg/kg, IV). The hearts were rapidly excised, and a small piece of endocardium approximately the size of 20×10×5 mm was isolated from the free wall of the right ventricle. The tissue was mounted in a Plexiglas chamber and superfused by modified Tyrode’s solution. The solution was bubbled with 95% O₂ plus 5% CO₂. Temperature and pH of the solution were maintained at 36°C ± 1°C and 7.3±0.05. The composition of Tyrode’s solution was: (in mmol/L) 0.5 MgCl₂, 0.9 NaH₂PO₄, 2.0 CaCl₂, 137.0 NaCl, 24.0 NaHCO₃, 4.0 KCl, and 5.5 glucose.

The tissue was equilibrated for at least 60 minutes by pacing it at a constant pacing cycle length. The pacing stimuli were delivered through a bi-polar Platinum-Iridium electrode. The total pulse width for the stimulus was 3 msec. The standard micro electrode technique was used to record transmembrane potential (TMP) by using machine pulled glass capillary microelectrodes filled with 3 mol KCl. Distance between
stimulating and recording electrodes was about 5 mm. Stimulation amplitude was 2 to 4 times diastolic threshold. The TMP were digitalized by a standby computer with a commercial data acquisition system at a rate of 10,000 samples per second.

### 3.2 Pacing protocol used in the experiment

We used our previously developed feedback based pacing protocol that controls DI explicitly. Briefly, a controller program was written in C programming language. The program was customized to detected APD$_{90}$, i.e. 90% repolarization of action potential, in real time. Whenever the APD$_{90}$ was reached, a stimulus would be triggered after predetermined waiting period. This waiting period then became the DI for the next APD. Therefore, by assigning a value to the waiting period, the DI was controlled independently from PCL or APD. The standard and dynamic restitution were also measured by using protocols similar to those described by Koller et al for comparison.

The experimental study included two parts – the hysteresis of restitution study and the alternans study. The feedback protocol was implemented by applying different DI sequence patterns in these experiments. In the hysteresis of restitution study, APD dynamics was investigated during variable DI activation, i.e. the DI changed following a designed pattern. Three patterns of DI sequences were designed in the hysteresis study, the sinusoidal oscillatory activation, the random activation, and the linear activation. 1) In the sinusoidal oscillatory activation, DI oscillated following a sine wave between the maximum and the minimum value over a period of N beats. The range of oscillation was 100 to 700 msec and 20 to 150 msec. The period, N was equal to 100 and 200 beats/cycle. 2) In the random activation, DI was randomly picked in the range between 25 to 160
msec. The probability of DI falling into this range was uniformly distributed. 3) In the linear activation, DI changed from a maximum to minimum linearly and vice versa. In addition to these sequences, in two animals, restitution relationships were computed by using the standard and dynamic protocols. For the linear pattern, DI was selected such that they reproduced those that resulted during standard and dynamic protocols.

In the alternans study, the beat to beat APD dynamics during constant DI activation was investigated. We had three patterns for constant DI activation, one-level constant DI sequence, two-level constant DI sequence, and constant DI with random perturbation sequence. 1) In the one-level constant DI sequence, tissue was paced for 100 beats, and each of these activations had a constant value of DI. In the experiment, the DI was held between 40 to 45 msec for different trials. Although there are differences on DI level between the trials, these differences do not affect the conclusion of our study, because the critical point is to control the DI change for successive beats in a limited range in each trial. In some trials, data for one-level constant DI sequence were collected from four different initial conditions. These initial conditions were achieved by pacing the tissue for 10 minutes with PCL = 200, 300, 400, and 600 msec. After a constant DI sequence trial, the average cycle length that resulted during this trial was calculated. Then in the next trial, the tissue was paced for 100 beats at a PCL that was equal to the average cycle length from the immediately preceding constant DI trial. 2) Two-level DI sequence was used in the two-level constant DI trials. The tissue was first paced at constant DI = 60 msec for 30 beats. Then the DI was raised to 215 msec abruptly. After 30 beats with DI = 215 msec, the DI switch back to 60 msec for another 30 beats. 3) There were three phases in the constant DI with random perturbation sequence. Two of these phases had 30 beats
of activation with constant DI = 35 msec. Between these two segments of constant DI activation, there was a 30 beat sequence of random DI perturbation. During the random perturbation, DI changed randomly between 15 and 55 msec with a uniform distribution.

### 3.3 Data analysis

The TMP were recorded using a stand-alone data acquisition system and analyzed using Matlab (MathWorks) after the experiments. APD was detected by using the threshold of APD\textsubscript{90}, i.e. 90% repolarization from the amplitude of the action potential. We denote APD and its preceding DI as a pair, for example, APD\textsubscript{n} and DI\textsubscript{n} were the APD and its preceding DI at the n-th activation. For those trials when DI was more than 30 msec, we assumed that the membrane potential was fully recovered, and the APD\textsubscript{90} was calculated from the amplitude of each beat. This algorithm avoided the error introduced by base line shift for the long time recording. For the trials with DI < 30 msec and those during dynamic restitution protocol, APD was detected by using a fixed threshold that was computed from the first beat of the trial. Dynamic restitution data points were fit to an exponential function, APD = a + b (1 − exp (-c × DI)) (TableCurve 2D v5.01, SYSTAT Software Inc).

### 3.4 Simulation model

**Table 3.1** Definition of symbols using in the simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LRD</td>
<td>Luo-Rudy dynamic model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVM</td>
<td>cardiac ventricle model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cm</td>
<td>membrane capacitance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>membrane potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I\textsubscript{ion}</td>
<td>summation of membrane currents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I\textsubscript{stim}</td>
<td>Stimulus current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I\textsubscript{Na}</td>
<td>Fast sodium current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I\textsubscript{Nab}</td>
<td>Background sodium current</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All simulations were performed using custom code developed using Fortran90. Two computational models were used to calculate membrane currents. One was the Luo-Rudy dynamic (LRD) model\textsuperscript{113}, and the other one was the canine ventricle model (CVM)\textsuperscript{114}. The action potential was reconstructed using the following differential equation:

\[
\frac{\partial V}{\partial t} = -\frac{I_{ion} + I_{stim}}{C_m} \tag{Equation 3.1}
\]

The Luo-Rudy dynamic model\textsuperscript{113, 115-117} is a detailed ionic model including the membrane currents, two-chamber model for sarcoplasmic reticulum, and calcium buffers.
A schematic diagram of LRD was shown in Figure 3.1. In our simulation, the summation of membrane current was described using following equation:

\[ I_{ion} = I_{Na} + I_{CaL} + I_{CaT} + I_{Kr} + I_{Ks} + I_{Kl} + I_{Kp} + I_{NaCa} + I_{NaK} + I_{pCa} + I_{Cab} + I_{Nab} \]  

Equation 3.2

The meanings of symbols used in the equation and figures were listed in Table 3.1. Especially, in LRD, the stimulus current was added to the potassium current to preserve conservation condition\textsuperscript{118}.

The L-type calcium current (\(I_{CaL}\)) is calculated by the equation:

\[ I_{CaL} = d \cdot f \cdot f_{Ca} \cdot (\bar{I}_{Ca,Ca} + \bar{I}_{Ca,K} + \bar{I}_{Ca,Na}) \]  

Equation 3.3

Where \(d\) and \(f\) are activation and voltage dependent inactivation gate respectively. The \(f_{Ca}\) is Ca dependent inactivation gate. \(\bar{I}_{Ca,Ca}, \bar{I}_{Ca,K}\) and \(\bar{I}_{Ca,Na}\) are Ca, K and Na currents through L-type Ca channel. The \(f_{Ca}, \bar{I}_{Ca,Ca}, \bar{I}_{Ca,K}\) and \(\bar{I}_{Ca,Na}\) were calculated by:

\[ f_{Ca} = 1/(1 + ([Ca]_i / K_{m,Ca})^2) \]

\[ \bar{I}_{Ca,s} = z_s^2 P_s \cdot \frac{VF^2}{RT} \cdot \frac{r_{si}[s]_i \cdot \exp(z_s VF / RT) - r_{so}[s]_o}{\exp(z_s VF / RT) - 1} \]  

Equation 3.4

Where \([Ca]_i\) is intracellular or cytosol Ca concentration. \(K_{m,Ca} = 0.6 \text{ umol/L}\), \(F = 96,485.0 \text{ coulombs/mol}\), \(R = 1.987 \text{ calories/mol/Kelvin}\), \(T = 310 \text{ Kelvin}\). In the equation, ‘s’ is substituted by ion name of Ca, K, and Na when \(\bar{I}_{Ca,Ca}, \bar{I}_{Ca,K}\) and \(\bar{I}_{Ca,Na}\) is computing. \(Z_s\) is the valence for ion ‘s’, i.e. \(Z_s\) equals to 2, 1, 1 when \(s\) is substituted by Ca, K, and Na. Similarly, \(P_s\) equals to \(5.4 \times 10^{-4}, 6.75 \times 10^{-7}\), and \(1.93 \times 10^{-7}\) cm/sec for Ca, Na, and K. \([s]_i\) and \([s]_o\) are intracellular and extracellular concentration for ion \(s\). \(r_{si}\) and \(r_{so}\) are the
activation coefficients for ion s at intracellular and extracellular space. V is membrane potential.

The rapid potassium rectifier current, i.e. $I_{kr}$ was calculated by Equation 3.5.

$$I_{kr} = G_{kr} \cdot X_r \cdot R \cdot (V - E_{kr})$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 3.5}

Where $G_{kr}$ is the maximal conductance of $I_{kr}$, $E_{kr}$ is the reversal equilibrium potential, $X_r$ and $R$ are parameters for voltage gate activation and inactivation, and $V$ is membrane potential.

The slow potassium rectifier current, i.e. $I_{ks}$ was computed by Equation 3.6.

$$I_{ks} = G_{ks} \cdot X_{s1} \cdot X_{s2} \cdot (V - E_{ks})$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 3.6}

Where $G_{ks}$ is the maximal conductance, $E_{ks}$ is the reversal potential, and $X_{s1}$ & $X_{s2}$ are parameter for the voltage activation gate. $V$ is membrane potential.

The current of the channel that pumps calcium from cytosol to network sarcoplasmic reticulum is denoted by $I_{up}$ and calculated by Equation 3.7.

$$I_{up} = I_{upbar} \frac{[Ca]_i}{[Ca]_i + K_{m,up}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 3.7}

Where $I_{upbar}$ is the maximal current of Ca uptake from myoplasm to NSR, $[Ca]_i$ is the cytosol Ca concentration, and $K_{m,up}$ is half-saturation concentration of $I_{up}$ channel.

The translocation current of Ca from NSR to JSR is represented by $I_{tr}$. The equation of $I_{tr}$ is showed in Equation 3.8.
\[ I_{tr} = \frac{[\text{NSR}] - [\text{JSR}]}{T_{autr}} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 3.8}

Where the [NSR] and [JSR] are Ca concentration in NSR and JSR. \( T_{autr} \) is the time constant of Ca transferring from NSR to JSR, which is reciprocal to the translocation rate.

Because the LRD model cannot reproduce stable alternans\textsuperscript{114}, CVM was used to explore the alternans. The schematic diagram of CVM was shown in Figure 3.2. The CVM modeled L-type Ca channel, \( I_{Ca} \), with special Ca inhibitory kinetics, and also added \( I_{to} \) into the model. The CVM contains following membrane currents:

\[ I_{\text{ion}} = I_{Na} + I_{K1} + I_{Kr} + I_{Ks} + I_{to} + I_{Kp} + I_{NaK} + I_{NaCa} \]

\[ + I_{Nb} + I_{Ca} + I_{pCa} + I_{Ca} + I_{CaK} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 3.9}
Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of LRD model
3.5 Simulation protocol

The major study of hysteresis was performed in LRD model. Two sinusoidal DI sequences were used to simulate the hysteresis phenomenon. One sinusoidal DI sequence had a mean DI value of 400 msec with a ± 300 msec change around this mean with a period of 100 beats. By using this DI sequence, the range of activation rate was about from 70 to 300 beats per minute. The other sinusoidal DI sequence had 150 msec as mean, ±140 msec changing range from this mean, and a period of 100 beats. We refer to these sequences as those with center DI of 400 and 150 msec. An example of a sinusoidal DI sequence and the resulting APDs is shown in Figure 3.3A.
The potassium currents, \( I_{Kr} \) and \( I_{Ks} \), and the L type calcium current, \( I_{CaL} \) were perturbed to investigate the factors that affect the characteristic of the hysteresis. The equations that were used to calculate \( I_{CaL} \), \( I_{Kr} \) and \( I_{Ks} \) are given in Equation 3.3, 3.5, and 3.6. During each simulation step, these currents were multiplied by the scale factors of 0.2, 0.5, 1, and 1.5. These scale factors simulated antagonist and agonist effects on these ion channels, i.e. when the current was multiplied by a scale factor of 0.2, the current was decreased 80%. If the current was multiplied by 1.5, the current was increased 50%.

We also perturbed the model parameters \( Tautr \) and \( I_{upbar} \). In the LRD model, the SR is modeled as two chambers, NSR and JSR. \( I_r \) is the current that transfer calcium from NSR to JSR as shown in Figure 3.1. The equation of computing \( I_r \) is shown in Equation 3.8. The translocation rate of \( I_r \) is inversely proportional to \( Tautr \), i.e. an increase in the value of \( Tautr \) leads to a decrease in the rate of calcium transfer. The nominal value of \( Tautr \) in LRD is 180. During the simulation, the value of 20, 100, 180 and 360 was used for \( Tautr \) respectively. Another current, \( I_{up} \) pumps Ca from cytosol to NSR. The maximal calcium re-uptake rate was governed by the parameter \( I_{upbar} \) as shown in Equation 3.7. The nominal value of \( I_{upbar} \) in LRD is 0.00875. During the simulation, the value of 0.004375, 0.00875, 0.0175, and 0.02625 was used for \( I_{upbar} \) respectively.

The reasons that above currents and parameters were chosen in this study are based on following: these currents/parameters are important for the repolarization and restitution. Recent studies suggest that blocking Ca/K currents\(^{88, 91, 119}\) or augmenting \( I_{Kr} \)\(^{120, 121}\) may be potentially useful to treat arrhythmia. It is concluded in many studies that the Ca cycling in SR plays a key role in the mechanism of alternans\(^{103, 104}\).
To quantify the characteristics of the hysteresis, we defined the following parameters: MaxDelay, MinDelay, and Thickness of loop. MaxDelay was the delay of the beats when APD and DI reached the maximum values during the sinusoidal sequence. MinDelay was the delay when APD and DI reached their minimum values. Both MaxDelay and MinDelay were measured in units of beats. Figure 3.3A shows how the MaxDelay and MinDelay were measured in an example of a simulation trial. Thickness of loop described the difference between APDs that occurred during ascending and descending trajectories of DI at the central value of DI, i.e. at DI = 400. In Figure 3.3B, the arrows indicate the direction of trajectory evolution, and Thickness of the hysteresis loop.
Figure 3.3 The parameters used in quantification of the hysteresis. This is simulation results using the LRD model. The results reproduced the hysteresis phenomenon that was observed in our experiments. The panel A shows the DI sequence and the resulting APDs. Note that two Y-axes were used to present DI and APD value respectively. The places were marked where the parameters of
MaxDelay and MinDelay were measured in panel A. The panel B shows the same DIs and APDs data as in panel A, but in the restitution figure. The arrows point out the changing direction of DI&APD. The parameter, i.e. Thickness of the hysteresis loop, was measured at DI = 400 msec.

Because LRD model’s limitation in studying alternans\textsuperscript{114}, the CVM was used to investigate the alternans and hysteresis. Similar sinusoidal DI sequence as Figure 3.3 showed was used to measure hysteresis characteristic parameters. The alternans threshold was detected by using a stepwise pacing protocol. At this protocol, the pacing cycle length was started at 400 msec, and decreased at 5 msec decrement. At each step, the same cycle length was paced for 50 beats. If the alternans did not happen, or the amplitude of alternans decreased dramatically in 50 beats, that cycle length would continue decreasing, until at some cycle length, the alternans of APD could not be paced away for 50 beats, i.e. the amplitude of alternans did not decrease. This cycle length was saved as the alternans threshold. We also used the constant DI sequence to investigate APD alternans. The CVM model did not replicate the experimental results, i.e. none of the APD alternans was produced during constant DI pacing, which was demonstrated in our experiment.
Chapter 4 Results

4.1 Feedback protocol

Figure 4.1 demonstrates two trials of trans-membrane potential data recorded from the feedback and conventional pacing protocol experiments. A segment of data from a constant DI trial was plotted in panel A. The arrows indicated the points where APD$_{90}$ threshold was reached. After these points, the next stimuli would come after a pre-determined period of time. The gray lines in Figure 4.1 marked the controlled time duration. This result shows the feedback protocol can hold DI at the pre-determined value and following APD changes accordingly. Each of the DIs became the variable independent of PCL or APD. In most of the other conventional pacing protocols, the cycle length was the controlled variable as shown in Figure 4.1. That is, the primary difference between DI and PCL control pacing protocol is the independent variable. The feedback based protocol is a DI control pacing protocol that brings insight into the investigation of alternans and unveils the mechanism concealed in the interaction between DI and APD introduced by PCL control protocols.
Figure 4.1 Demonstration of DI control and cycle length control pacing protocol. A) An example of trans-membrane potentials that was recorded during an experiment by using constant DI pacing. The arrows and gray bars indicate the DIs preceding each action potential are constant, while APDs show the alternans. B) An example of trans-membrane potentials using constant PCL. The gray bars indicate the PCL for each beat is constant. The alternans of APD is accompanied with alternans of DI during constant PCL pacing.
**4.2 Hysteresis in restitution of action potential duration**

The restitution of APD demonstrates hysteresis phenomenon during sequential DI control activation. Figure 4.2 shows results from an experimental trial with sinusoidal oscillation in DI. The tissue was first paced for 20 beats at the constant DI = 400 msec, which was also the mean DI for the following oscillation DI part. Then the DI oscillated between 100 and 700 msec following a sine wave with a period of 100 beats. In each trial, tissue was stimulated for two periods of oscillatory DI. The sequential change of DIs and resulting APDs are shown in Figure 4.2A. Their restitution relationship was plotted in Figure 4.2B. The restitution trajectory is a counter-clockwise rotation loop for successive beats. It shows that APD can be different for the same preceding DI. This discrepancy depends on prior activation history. Given the same DI, APD tend to be shorter with increasing DI activation than with decreasing DI activation. The restitution relationship for accelerating and decelerating activation history demonstrates a hysteresis phenomenon.
Figure 4.2 Hysteresis in restitution of APD in sinusoidal oscillation DI activation. The panel A shows DIs and their following APDs. The change in APD is a delayed change to oscillatory DI. The delay between maximal APD and
maximal DI was measured at line M and N. The delay between minimal DI and APD was measured at line P and Q. The panel A shows that there are 13 beats of delay between M and N, and 3 beats of delay between P and Q. It is worthy to note that two Y axes were used in the panel A to display the values of DI and APD respectively. In the panel B, DI and APD data were plotted in a restitution figure. The arrows point out the changing direction of DI-APD pairs. This figure shows that multiple APDs are corresponding to the same DI. The 20 beats of constant DI = 400 msec activation before oscillation were not shown in both panel A and B.

During sequential activation, the change in APDs responding to the change in DIs demonstrates a phenomenon of delayed response. As shown in Figure 4.2A, vertical lines M and N marked the points where DI and APD reached their peak value. It showed that APD kept increasing for about 13 beats after the DI maximum and then started decreasing. The delay was not symmetrical for accelerating and decelerating activation history. After the DI passed the nadir, the APD reached the minimum in 3 beats, as depicted in Figure 4.2A by lines P and Q. These results indicated that the APD increase following increasing DI with fast activation history was relatively less than the APD decrease following decreasing DI with slow activation history.

Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 also show the hysteresis behavior. In order to determine whether the period of change in DI affected restitution relationship, we used oscillatory DI sequences with different periods. Figure 4.3 shows the hysteresis obtained during two
different trials in which 100 and 200 beats were used to complete one cycle of sinusoidal oscillation. In both trials, mean and range of DI were same. Although longer period of sinusoidal oscillation demonstrated relatively more prominent hysteresis, the basic hysteresis type morphology pattern was similar. Figure 4.4 is an example of the trials in which the period of oscillation, mean value and the range of DIs were same as those in Figure 4.2, but the phase of DI change was inverted. As Figure 4.4A showed, in contrast to the DI pattern in Figure 4.2, the DI was first decreased and then increased. These results indicate that whether DI increased or decreased first did not affect the morphology of restitution relationship. Both of them demonstrated bi-modal trajectories, i.e. hysteresis.
Figure 4.3 Hysteresis loop with period = 100 and 200 beats sinusoidal oscillation. The oscillatory DI was tested using two periods, i.e. the DI sequence used 100 or 200 beats to finish one sine cycle. As shown in the figure, the general characteristic of the hysteresis loops is the same during period = 100 (solid line) and period = 200 (diamond dot).
Figure 4.4 Hysteresis in restitution of APD in phase shifted sinusoidal oscillation DI. Similar hysteresis is demonstrated as shown in Figure 4.2, except that the initial phase of oscillatory DI was inversed.
The hysteresis in the restitution was a reproducible phenomenon. We verified the reproducibility by repeating the oscillatory DI trials in four animals. All of these trials had the same sinusoidal oscillation pattern; a mean DI of 400 msec, a period of 100 beats and a range of DI between 100-700 msec. The average of the restitution relationships is shown in Figure 4.5. In the figure, the mean of APD values was subtracted and the amplitude of APD was normalized within each animal with respect to the maximum and minimum APD recorded in each trial. In order to address variances among animals, standard error was calculated for normalized APD and represented by vertical bars. Figure 4.5 shows a hysteresis pattern of restitution relationship, which is similar to Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.5 Average hysteresis loop from four animals. The change in APD was normalized and presented as change in percentage. The variance from different animals was plotted as standard error bar. The figure shows the dynamics of APD has multi-modal behavior during sequential DI changes.
The oscillatory DI sequence explored above fell into the range of 100 to 700 msec. It resulted in the activation rate from 60 to 180 beats per minute. To test the hysteresis at a higher activation rate range, an oscillatory DI sequence was conducted at the mean of 80 msec and the range of 20-150 msec. An example result of this DI sequence is shown in Figure 4.6. Similar to the 400 msec mean DI sequence, 20 beats of constant DI=80 msec were paced before DIs changed into the oscillatory pattern. Figure 4.6A shows the DI sequence followed with a sinusoidal pattern with a period of 200 beats. The resulting APD is plotted in Figure 4.6B, which showed an oscillatory pattern added on a decreasing monotonic baseline. Due to the monotonic decrease of APD, the restitution relationship displayed a spiral trajectory with continuously downward displacement. To remove the effects of monotonic decrease in APD, a linear function was fitted to the nadirs of the APD curve, as the dash line shown in Figure 4.6B. After subtracting the linear function, APD was plotted versus DI in Figure 4.6C. It demonstrated hysteresis type behavior, similar to that observed during oscillatory DI with longer means. As the DI oscillated between 20 to 150 msec, the tissue was activated at considerably faster rates, ranging from 160 to 350 activations per minute.
Figure 4.6 Oscillatory APD with DI activation in the range of 20 to 150 msec.

Panel A and B show the oscillatory DIs and resulting APDs. The dash line in B is
the linear function that was used to remove the decreasing baseline. After the linear function was subtracted from APDs, the restitution relationship was plotted in panel C. This result shows hysteresis at the activation rate between 160 to 350 beats/minute (20 beats of constant DI = 80 msec activation before the oscillation were not plotted in the figure)

Standard and dynamic restitution relationship were computed in two animals by using pacing protocols similar to those described by Koller et al. The DI values that were computed for the standard and dynamic restitution relationship were saved for the first animal trial. In the next animal trial, the saved DI values were used for the linear DI sequence to determine restitution relationship. Because the linear DI activation sequence changed DI at every successive activation, the restitution trajectory measured by the linear DI sequence traversed across the DI axis (abscissa of Figure 4.7C) sequentially in time. The linear DI sequence, unlike the standard or dynamic protocol, does not pace the tissue for several tens of beats at a constant cycle length between the beats where the DI and APD were measured. As shown in Figure 4.7A, the tissue was initially paced at a constant DI=140 msec for 20 beats. Then the DI was changed by using the DI data recorded from the standard restitution relationship. The sequence of using DI was from the highest to the lowest value. In Figure 4.7A, the lowest DI was about 20 msec. Once the smallest value of DI was obtained, the DIs were increased from the smallest to the largest value, following the converse sequence of the DI decrease phase, until the initial value of the longest DI was reached. The resulting APD was shown in Figure 4.7B. The
APD value at the last beat returned to a lower value than that at the beginning of linear sequence. Although the first 20 beats and last beat of APD had the same value of preceding DI, they showed a monotonous declining drift of APD. When the DI was changed linearly, the APDs first decreased and then increased corresponding to the DI change. But there is a monotonous decreasing tread of APD level for similar DI level. Figure 4.7B also shows presence of APD alternans during the first 20 beats when the DIs were constant.

The restitution relationships from the linear sequential DI sequence, standard and dynamic pacing protocol, are shown in Figure 4.7C. The solid lines in Figure 4.7C show that the APD during sequential activation was longer than that during either standard or dynamic protocols. Especially, slopes of two trajectories of restitution curves were shallower than the slope of the standard restitution. And dynamic restitution had a steeper slope than standard restitution as expected from previous results of Koller et al.87. The unit slope line (dash line) indicated the slope of dynamic restitution was markedly steeper than 1 for DI shorter than 50 msec, while in sequential pacing the slope was never larger than 1.

The memory effect is an important factor for the relationship between an APD and preceding activation. As described in previous studies, memory effects can be modeled as accumulative and dissipative, during activated and recovered phases of transmembrane potential. In order to explore the memory effects, the tissue was paced in a sequence such that DIs were randomly distributed between 25 to 160 msec with a mean of 80 msec. The DIs were designed to approach a uniform distribution. The trials were started with 50 beats of constant DI (80 msec) pacing. With uniform random distribution, the DI
preceding any activation had an equal probability of being short or long, which may minimize the cumulative effects of memory. During random activation, the tissue was paced at rates between 160 and 300 activations per minute. Random DI and resulting APD from a trial were shown in Figure 4.8A and B. Figure 4.8A is rotated by 90 degrees, which make the DI axis in panel A and C parallel. The restitution, in Figure 4.8C, shows that the relationship is a cluster of DI-APD points, instead of a well-defined trajectory. In the same figure, the result of linear DI activation and unit slope line were plotted. During random DI activation, the plot of APD versus preceding DI largely filled the range of the results from the linear activation. Similar to linear activation, the overall tilt of the cluster from random DI activation was much less than 1. Figure 4.8C shows that the range of DI change is approximately 100 msec, and the resulting change in APD distributes in a range of between 180 to 200 msec.
Figure 4.7 Linear DI activation and comparison with standard and dynamic restitution. The DIs were changed linearly as shown in the panel A. The
resulting APDs were shown in the panel B. The descending and ascending DIs and their following APDs were plotted in panel C. The standard and dynamic restitution were also plotted for comparison. The diamond and triangle dots are the data measured for standard and dynamic restitution and these data points were fitted to the exponent curves as shown in the figure. A straight line with unit slope was also included in the figure. These results show that the restitution relationship during linear sequential DI activation is flatter than the prediction of standard and dynamic restitution.
Figure 4.8 Random DI oscillation and comparison with linear DI oscillation.
Panel A and B shows the random DIs and the resulting APDs. Panel A is rotated 90 degree, which make the DI axis is parallel to that in panel C. Panel C shows the restitution relationship during random DI (dot) and linear DI sequence (line). For comparison, the dash line was plotted for slope of unit. The results of random
DI gave a cluster of dots, which did not show a single modal restitution relationship. The ranges of DI and APD are largely the same for random DI and linear DI activations.

4.3 APD alternans exists during constant DI activation

When activation rate increases to some threshold, APD start the beat by beat alternative change. This phenomenon is called APD alternans or alternans in short. A typical pattern of alternans is, at a given constant PCL, a short DI after a long APD triggered a short APD, and then left a long DI for the next beat. Figure 4.1B shows four beats of TMP obtained when the tissue was paced at a constant cycle length equal to 174 msec. In such kind of alternans, APD alternative change was usually companied with DI alternative change.

The constant DI sequence resulted in another type of alternans that is shown in Figure 4.1A. This alternans featured long and short APD with same preceding DI. Figure 4.1 illustrates the main result of this part of study as well as an important difference between our and previous related studies. In Figure 4.1, alternans of APD was oscillating between 127 and 153 msec, i.e. alternans amplitude was 26 msec. After adding the DI preceding each of these activations, 42 msec, the cycle length was between 169 msec and 195 msec. This PCL range was close to and included the PCL of 173 msec used in Figure 4.1B. The important difference between Figure 4.1A and B is that DI in panel A does not oscillate, while DI in panel B does. But alternans of APD occurred in both of them. Therefore, the effects of DI dependent restitution to the alternans of APD were eliminated.
Occurrence of alternans of APD with invariant preceding DI was not a transient phenomenon that existed for a few beats. TMP were recorded during a trial for 100 beats where DI was controlled at a constant level. The results of DI and APD from one trial are shown in Figure 4.9. The Figure 4.9A shows that the DI had limited beat by beat variation. The standard deviation of $|\Delta DI|$, i.e. beat by beat variation in DI, was $\pm 1.0$ msec. The amplitude of APD alternans $|\Delta APD|$, i.e. beat by beat variation in APD, however, was considerably larger as shown in Figure 4.9B. The mean $\pm$ standard deviation of $|\Delta APD|$ equals to $25.5 \pm 2.9$ msec. This result demonstrated that for 100 beats, alternans of APD occurred even though the preceding DI had almost no change. Data shown in Figure 4.9 were collected during one-level constant DI sequence activation with initial condition that was achieved by pacing at $PCL = 600$ msec. On the start of the constant DI sequence, the DI was abruptly shortened. It produced a slow drift of APD level as seen in Figure 4.9B. The drift was more pronounced in the first 20 beats or so.
Figure 4.9 APD alternans with relatively constant DI. The DI and APD were measured for an experiment trial during constant DI pacing. The figure shows significant alternans of APD, when DIs are constant or have small variance.
After the data were collected when the tissue was paced by the one-level constant DI sequence, the average activation rate was calculated. In the next trial, this average activation rate was used as a constant PCL to pace the tissue for 100 beats. Both the constant DI pacing trial and its equivalent constant PCL trial resulted in APD alternans. The last 50 beats of DI and APD from both trials are plotted in Figure 4.10. Since the only last 50 beats were plotted, the effects of baseline drift transient had been minimized. The DI and APD relationships in Figure 4.10 demonstrated a clear vision of alternans. For comparison, the fitted dynamic restitution relationship in the same tissue is also shown in the figure. The dynamic restitution was vertically shifted to compromise the differences in baseline APD. The figure shows that during the constant DI pacing, the relationship between APD and DI was almost vertical, two clusters of APD (filled circle) during alternans were vertically aligned. The clusters of APD during constant cycle length pacing (filled diamond) showed two clusters of APD followed the direction of dynamic restitution, and had a slope close to one.
Figure 4.10 Two types of alternans under constant DI and PCL were plotted with dynamic restitution. The results of DI and APD for constant DI and constant PCL trials from same tissue were plotted in the restitution figure. In the figure, the diamond dots represent the result during constant PCL, and round dots represent the result during constant DI. The data for the dynamic restitution was also measured during the experiment and fitted to an exponent curve. The exponent curve was plotted in the same figure. The figure shows that the data for constant PCL trial are following the dynamic restitution relationship. But the alternans of APD during constant DI is unlikely to be explained by the restitution.
A beat by beat relationship between a DI and subsequent APD was computed as
instantaneous slopes, equal to $\Delta APD/\Delta DI = (APD_n-APD_{n-1})/(DI_n-DI_{n-1})$. The function of
instantaneous slope computed the ratio of the change in DI, $\Delta DI=DI_n-DI_{n-1}$, and the
change in subsequent APD, $\Delta APD = APD_n-APD_{n-1}$. The ratio should be equal to the
slope in the restitution relationship that was used to predict alternans. Instantaneous
slopes for both constant DI and its equivalent constant PCL trials were calculated. As
described before, the average activation cycle length during the constant DI pacing trial
served as the PCL for the constant PCL trial. These trials resulted in comparable pacing
rate. The instantaneous slopes calculated from five animals were pooled and plotted in a
histogram form to illustrate the distribution of slopes. The instantaneous slope was
computed from trials based on two conditions: i) a reasonable control of DI was achieved.
Since the stimulation pulse width used in this experiment was 3 msec, the criterion for a
reasonable DI control was set as the absolute beat to beat changes in DI were smaller than
3 msec, i.e. $|\Delta DI| = |DI_n-DI_{n-1}| < 3$ msec. and ii) a significant APD alternans was present.
The threshold for a significant alternans was set to 4 msec, i.e. absolute beat to beat
changes in APD, $|\Delta APD| = |APD_n-APD_{n-1}| > 4$ msec, which was identical to the
threshold used recently by Pruvot et al\textsuperscript{104}.

Figure 4.11 show the histogram for the instantaneous slopes. The instantaneous slope
during constant cycle length pacing concentrated in a narrow distribution with the
mean±standard deviation of 1.07±0.4. In contrast, instantaneous slopes during constant
DI pacing spread over a much wider range with the mean±standard deviation of
3.35±56.83. When computing the slopes for constant DI pacing trials, we found about 3%
of beats have numerical zero change in $|\Delta DI|$. Because the sample rate was 10,000
samples per second, zero meant the DI change was smaller than 0.1 msec. This zero $|\Delta DI|$ change made the instantaneous slope infinite. The infinite slope was assigned to the value of maximal positive or negative finite instantaneous slope computed from the constant DI trials depending on the sign of change in APD. The extreme of finite slope was $\pm 263$. That is, the change in APD corresponding to invariant or small range variant DI sequence was considerable larger. A larger maximal instant slope for constant DI trials than that for constant PCL pacing, 3.35 versus 1.07, was also observed in Figure 4.11. To show detail, Figure 4.11 presents the histograms in a range of slopes between -10 and 10.

A linear regression was used to fit a straight line to $\Delta APD$ and $\Delta DI$, i.e. the beat by beat changes in APD and DI. Results of the regression are shown in Figure 4.12. $\Delta DI$ and $\Delta APD$ during constant PCL trials were fitted to the relation, $\Delta APD = 1.04 \times \Delta DI - 0.14$, with a $r^2$ value equal to 0.984. In contrast, the fit for data collected during constant DI pacing, $\Delta APD = 3.15 \times \Delta DI - 0.22$, had a much lower $r^2 = 0.162$. We also observed that 68 percent of data points in constant DI pacing fell in quadrants other than I and III. For the group data shown in Figure 4.12, although the average activation rate were similar between the two groups, the amplitude of alternans of APD was larger during constant cycle length than constant DI pacing, $32.2 \pm 12.3$ verses $7.5 \pm 2.8$ msec ($p<0.01$, t test).
Figure 4.11 The beat counts of instant slope for the constant DI and PCL presented in a frequency distribution histogram. The instant slope that is equal to $\Delta \text{APD}/\Delta \text{DI}$ was computed for the constant DI and PCL trials from all animals. The counts for the instant slope between -10 to +10 are shown in the figure. But the instant slope for the constant DI is distributed to a much wider range (see text for detail). The maximum in the displayed range for the constant DI and PCL trials are at the instant slope of 3.35 and 1.07. Unlike the constant PCL trials, there is a large portion of instant slope for constant DI trials fell into the negative slope side.
Figure 4.12 $\Delta$DI vs. $\Delta$APD plot for constant DI and PCL and their linear regression. The beat by beat APD change ($\Delta$APD) and their preceding DI change ($\Delta$DI) were calculated and plotted as X and Y axis in the figure. The dot represents the result during constant DI and cross represents the result during constant PCL trials. The linear regression was used to fit these data respectively. The fitting results were plotted as thin and thick line for constant PCL and DI pacing.
Beat by beat changes in DI and APD are shown in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14. Figure 4.13 show the trials with four different initial steady states in one animal (within animal case), and Figure 4.14 from four animals with same initial steady state (across animal case). In the within animal case, before the DI control protocol was started, the tissue was initially paced at a constant PCL for 10 minutes to achieve a steady state. The PCLs were equal to 200, 300, 400, and 600 msec. For PCL of 200 msec, some alternans may have occurred, but we still consider this as a steady state. At the end of each 10 minute pacing at constant cycle length, a pacing trial with constant DI was initiated. For the across animal case, the initial steady state was achieved by 10 minutes of constant PCL in all four animals at 600 msec. Then constant DI pacing was used in the same way as the within animal case. As Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 show, similar alternans behavior was observed within and across animal cases. The mean and standard deviation for the amplitude of APD alternans were 11.6±4.7 msec for the within animal case and 14.1±6.5 msec for the across animal case. There was no significant difference in the alternans for constant DI pacing with four different initial conditions for the within animal case.
Figure 4.13 Constant DI activation with four initial conditions in one animal (within animal case). The initial steady states were achieved by pacing the tissue for 10 minutes at a PCL of 200, 300, 400, and 600 msec. The marker for this four states was shown in the legend. The numbers in the legend denote the cycle length for initial pacing. The beat by beat change in DIs and their following APDs were calculated and plotted as X and Y axis.
Figure 4.14 The result of constant DI pacing from four animals with same initial condition. The tissue for trial 1 to trial 4 was initialized at PCL = 600 msec. The markers for each trial were shown in the legend. Similar to Figure 4.13, the change in APD and its preceding DI were calculated and plotted as X and Y axis.
The constant DI with random perturbation pacing was used in four animals. One example trial is shown in Figure 4.15. The figure shows that DIs for the first and last 30 beats (pre and post random phase) were at the same constant value (33 msec). The designed value of DI in the constant DI phase is slightly different from the DI value achieved during the experiment. However, the target of control is to minimize the beat by beat variation in DI. In these trials, the mean±standard deviation of ΔDI was 0.0±0.7 and 0.0±0.8 msec during the pre and post phases. Although the variances of ΔDI, the beat by beat change in DI, were very small, the alternans of APD during the same phases were significant. The mean±standard deviation of |ΔAPD| during the pre and post random phases were 14.7±4.8 msec, and 10.5±3.4 msec. The mean of |ΔAPD| between pre and post random DI phases was significantly different (p<0.01, t test).
Figure 4.15 The result of APD during constant DI before and after random DI perturbation. As panel A showed, the DI sequence has three phases. In the first and third phase, the DIs are constant. In the second phase, the DIs were randomized to fit a uniform distribution. The resulting APDs were shown in panel B. The amplitude of APD alternans was smaller in the third phase than the first phase.
In two additional animals, the two-level DI sequence was used. As shown in Figure 4.16A, there were two constant DI values; the low DI level was in the range of 60±1 msec, and the high DI level was in 215±1 msec. Figure 4.16B showed the resulting APD. During two phases of lower DI pacing, the beat by beat APD alternans amplitude was clearly larger than 5 msec. In contrast, during the phase of high DI level, after subtracting the baseline drift of APD, |ΔAPD| was less than 2 msec except the overshooting at the first beat.
Figure 4.16 Two-level constant DI sequence. A) The DIs were held at a pattern of low-high-low fashion. B) Their following APDs show alternans at low level of DI, but do not have at high level of DI.
4.4 Calcium dynamics and potassium current influence in hysteresis: Simulation results using LRD

To investigate the factors that affect the hysteresis in the restitution of APD, we used computational model LRD to study the calcium and potassium membrane currents and intracellular calcium cycling. Figure 4.17 demonstrates the effects of scaling potassium/calcium currents on hysteresis when the center DI of 400 msec sequence was used. For clarity, restitution curves for the largest and smallest scaling factors are shown in the figure, e.g. the restitution curves for two extreme scaling factors, 0.2 and 1.5 for I_{kr} are represented by the thin and thick line in Figure 4.17A. The perturbation of membrane currents or the other model parameters causes baseline shift of APD at the same DI level. For example, a decrease or increase of I_{kr} resulted in prolongation or shortening of the APD level. To account for this shift, the restitution curves were moved vertically in Figure 4.17. The amount of offset was determined by the difference of APD at the start point of the curve or center DI = 400 msec in the figure. All of curves were aligned with the APD at the center DI that resulted from the nominal value of the model parameters. The numbers in the legend are the offset values. For example, Figure 4.17A shows the restitution curve with blockage of I_{kr} for center DI of 400 msec by the thin line. The APD at the start of the DI sequence was about 20 msec longer than the APD at the start of the sequence when the scale factor for I_{kr} was equal to 1. An offset of -20 msec is noted in the legend. Similarly, when I_{kr} was increased, an offset of +10 msec was added to the initial value of APD to match to the nominal APD. Figure 4.17A and B show that the increase of I_{kr} and I_{ks} decreased the APDs as well as the overall tilt of hysteresis loop, i.e. the loop looks flatter. But I_{kr} and I_{ks} perturbation change loop thickness in different
Increasing $I_{kr}$ led to a larger thickness. On the contrary, increasing $I_{ks}$ decreased the thickness. Blocking $I_{calc}$ made the loop thin and flat, which is shown in Figure 4.17C. $I_{upbar}$ had minimal effects on hysteresis as shown in Figure 4.17D. The major effect of $Tautr$ was on the increasing DI limb. As Figure 4.17E showed, during increasing DI limb, the APDs became relatively larger when the $Tautr$ was smaller, i.e. the transfer rate was faster.

Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19 show the data for the MaxDelay and loop thickness at different membrane current scales and model parameters. The results from center DI =400 msec and 150 msec are presented by using square and triangle mark. Figure 4.18A and B show that with increasing $I_{kr}$ during the center DI = 400 msec, MaxDelay increased from 2 to 7 beats, the thickness of the loop increased from 4.6 to 7.4 msec. The MaxDelay and Thickness of loop increased almost linearly with increasing $I_{kr}$. Both center DIs of 400 and 150 msec trials showed pronounced change in MaxDelay and Thickness of the hysteresis loop. The change in loop thickness and MaxDelay were very similar for faster changes in DI and slower and faster rates of activation. Figure 4.18C and D show effects of perturbing $I_{ks}$. In contrast to $I_{kr}$, increasing $I_{ks}$ decreased MaxDelay and Thickness of loop. Although reduction of $I_{ks}$ increased MaxDelay and Thickness of loop, it also increased the overall tilt of the restitution as shown in Figure 4.17B. The MinDelay was small for all conditions that were explored, it was 0 beats for center DI of 150 msec, and 1 beat for center DI of 400 msec, except for minimal $I_{ks}$ when it was 2 beats. There were no changes in MinDelay as a result of changes in model parameters, and the only change was of 1 beat at the smallest $I_{ks}$.
Increasing L-type Ca current increased loop thickness during both 400 and 150 msec central DI sequences (Figure 4.18F). However, increasing $I_{CaL}$ decreased MaxDelay during 400 msec central DI, while MaxDelay was unchanged during 150 msec central DI trial (Figure 4.18E). As observed for the potassium currents, $I_{CaL}$ had minimal effects on MinDelay.
Figure 4.17 Factors affected hysteresis in restitution. This is the simulation result of the hysteresis loops from LRD model. The DIs were oscillated following a sinusoidal function as shown in Figure 3.3. The resulting APD and DI were plotted in A, B, C, D, and E for perturbing \( I_{kr} \), \( I_{ks} \), \( I_{CaL} \), \( I_{upbar} \) and \( Tautr \). For clarity
of presentation, only the results of minimal and maximal scale factors or parameters are shown by using the thin and thick lines. Exceptionally, for Tautr, because of the reciprocal relationship to the transfer rate, the thick line represents a smaller Tautr value, but a larger transfer rate. The legend indicates the currents or parameters that were perturbed during the simulation trials. In order to compare the hysteresis loop at the same level of APD, the result of APD was add an offset to move the loop up or down to the APD level that resulted from nominal currents and parameters trial, i.e. control trial. The offset value are shown in the legend, e.g. the ‘I_{kr} -20’ after thin line in the legend of panel A, represents when I_{kr} was multiplied by the scale factor 0.2, 20 milliseconds was subtracted from the APD of every beat, i.e. the hysteresis loop was shifted downward vertically for 20 msec. On the contrary, the ‘I_{kr} +10’ means the hysteresis loop was move upward for 10 msec when the I_{kr} was multiplied by the factor 1.5. Especially, the loops for the Tautr trials were not moved. Therefore, ‘+0’ is displayed in the legend of panel E.
Figure 4.18 MaxDelay and Thickness for membrane current perturbation during simulation using LRD model. The measurement of hysteresis, MaxDelay and Thickness of hysteresis loop are shown for each current at the
scale factors of 0.2, 0.5, 1, and 1.5. The panel A and B present the results for $I_{kr}$, the C and D show the results for $I_{ks}$, and the E and F depict the results for $I_{CaL}$. The square marker represents the results for the oscillatory DI sequence at central DI $=400$ msec and the triangle marker represents the results for central DI $=150$ msec.
Figure 4.19 MaxDelay and Thickness for $lupbar$ and $Tautr$ perturbation during simulation using LRD. The measurement of hysteresis parameters, MaxDelay and Thickness of hysteresis loop are shown in the figure with the parameter value used during simulation as the X axis. Similar to Figure 4.18, the square and triangle markers represent the result during the simulation using central DI = 400 and 150 msec sequence.
The *Iupbar* was given four values, 0.004375, 0.00875, 0.0175, and 0.02625 to decrease and increase the rate of uptake of calcium into the SR (nominal value in LRD model is 0.00875). Therefore, when *Iupbar* was = 0.02625, the rate of calcium uptake from the cytosol into SR was three times larger than that at the nominal *Iupbar* value. Figure 4.19A and B show that the decrease in *Iupbar* increased MaxDelay for center DI = 400 msec, but had little effect during 150 msec center DI, similar to that observed for *ICaL*. Increase in *Iupbar* further than 0.0175 had no effect on MaxDelay. The Thickness of loop was largest at the nominal value of *Iupbar* for center DI of 400 msec, and for *Iupbar* of 0.0175 for center DI of 150 msec. The loop thickness decreased for both further decrease and increase in *Iupbar*.

Tautr was varied from its nominal value of 180 to 20, 100, and 360 to determine the effects of calcium transport from NSR to JSR. Because of the reciprocal relationship, an increase in Tautr from 180 to 360 indicated that the transfer rate is 0.5 times of the nominal rate in this model. Figure 4.19C and D show that both MaxDelay and Thickness of loop increased as Tautr was increased or rate of transfer slowed down.

The intracellular Ca movement was recorded during a trial with center DI = 400 msec and nominal values of currents and rates of transport. The results are shown in Figure 4.20. *ICaL* was integrated during each activation to estimate Ca ion influx for that action potential. Because of the definition of positive ionic movement direction during the simulation, the integrated *ICaL* has negative value. More negative integrated *ICaL* means more positive charge to the membrane. Similarly, the maximal concentrations of Ca in JSR and NSR during each activation were recorded. The result of integrated *ICaL*,
and maximal Ca concentration in JSR and NSR are plotted in Figure 4.20B, C and D. Figure 4.20B shows that, at the same DI level pointed by arrows, Ca influx was larger during DI decreasing phase than that during DI increasing phase. When we increased scale factor to $I_{\text{CaL}}$, a larger calcium transient was observed with augmented asymmetric behavior. The differences of integrated $I_{\text{CaL}}$ at DI = 400 msec between increasing and decreasing DI phases were 7.6 for minimal $I_{\text{CaL}}$ scale, and 89.36 $\text{uA}/\text{uF}$ for maximal $I_{\text{CaL}}$ scale.

Figure 4.20C and D show that changes of Ca concentration in the JSR and NSR. The changing speed of Ca concentration in JSR and NSR are asymmetric between decreasing and increasing phases of DI. The time when NSR achieved the maximal concentration was slightly later than that when DI achieved the minimal value. The speed of increase of Ca concentration in JSR was faster during increasing DI phase than that during decreasing DI phase. When $T_{\text{autr}}$ was decreased from 360 to 20, the Ca transfer rate from NSR to JSR was increased eight fold. It resulted in during the sinusoidal DI sequence the amplitude of NSR change decreased from 1.97 to 0.09 mM. When $I_{\text{upbar}}$ increased from 0.004375 to 0.02625, the concentration of Ca in NSR at the longest DI (700msec) increased from 1.7 to 3.55 mM. The difference in the integrated $I_{\text{CaL}}$ at the same DI = 400 msec between decreasing and increasing DI phases reached the highest level equal to 65.4. When $I_{\text{upbar}}$ was at the nominal value, this difference decreased for both increasing and decreasing $I_{\text{upbar}}$.

The results of simulation are summarized in Table 4.1. At central DI = 400 msec, increasing $I_{\text{kr}}$ increased MaxDelay and Thickness of hysteresis loop. On the contrary, increasing $I_{\text{ks}}$ decreased MaxDelay and loop Thickness. Augmentation of $I_{\text{CaL}}$ made
MaxDelay smaller but thickness of loop larger. Decreasing $Tautr$, i.e. increasing transfer rate, decreased both MaxDelay and thickness. The effects of $Iupbar$ were similar to $Tautr$ except there was a maximal value of thickness when $Iupbar$ was increasing. The results for central DI = 150 msec were similar to that for central DI = 400 msec except that the perturbation of $I_{CaL}$ had minimal effect on MaxDelay.
Figure 4.20 Intracellular Ca dynamics during sinusoidal DI in LRD model.

The oscillatory DI sequence is shown in the panel A. The $I_{\text{CaL}}$ was integrated for
every beat. The result of integrated $I_{\text{Ca}}$ is plotted in the panel B and aligned with the DI in panel A. The arrow X and Y indicated the beats where their DIs are the same, but with decreasing and increasing DI activation history. There is more positive charge to the membrane at the position pointed by X than the position pointed by Y. Therefore, APD is longer at X than at Y. The maximal Ca concentration for each beat in JSR and NSR are plotted in the panel C and D and also aligned with the DI. The Ca level increased faster during the phase pointed by arrow U than the phase pointed by V. The arrow W in the panel D indicates a rise of Ca in NSR during the fast pacing phase and then a decline when the DI increased.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trials</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>MaxDelay (beats)</th>
<th>Percent change of MaxDelay (%)</th>
<th>Loop Thickness (msec)</th>
<th>Percent change in Thickness (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central DI = 400 msec</td>
<td>$I_{kr}$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-60</td>
<td>4.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$I_{ks}$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>12.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>5.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$I_{CaL}$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>7.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$l_{upbar}$</td>
<td>0.004375</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.02625</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-40</td>
<td>5.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central DI = 150 msec</td>
<td>$T_{autr}$</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-60</td>
<td>2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$I_{kr}$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-40</td>
<td>5.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$I_{ks}$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>11.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$I_{CaL}$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$l_{upbar}$</td>
<td>0.004375</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.02625</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>6.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_{autr}$</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-80</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.5 Hysteresis and alternans: Simulation using CVM model

The CVM is a computational model with special consideration on $I_{\text{CaL}}$ to modeling the persistent alternans phenomenon. Similar to the trials in the LRD model, several membrane currents were perturbed to investigate their effects on alternans threshold. The results were listed in Table 4.2. These results showed that increase of $I_{\text{Kr}}$ decreased hysteresis thickness and delay, and alternans threshold was decreased. Increase of $I_{\text{CaL}}$ decreased hysteresis thickness and delay, but alternans threshold was higher. An increase of $I_{\text{to}}$ increased hysteresis thickness and delay, but alternans threshold decreased for the increase and decrease of $I_{\text{to}}$. In CVM, $I_{\text{ks}}$ has minimal effects on hysteresis and alternans threshold, for it is about 50 times smaller than $I_{\text{Kr}}$.

Comparing the results from the LRD model, the $I_{\text{ks}}$ in CVM has minimal effect on MaxDelay and Thickness. Interestingly, The $I_{\text{Kr}}$ has contrast effects on MaxDelay and thickness, compared with that of the LRD model. The results of boosting $I_{\text{CaL}}$ decreased the MaxDelay in both LRD and CVM. But thickness decreased for CVM while for LRD thickness increased.

During a constant PCL pacing, the alternans of APD was observed at a short enough PCL. However, the constant DI pacing did not trigger any persistent alternans of APD, which is consistent with the results by Jordan and Christini$^{122,123}$ who used our protocol to control DI to eliminate alternans. However, our experimental results clearly demonstrated that the alternans of APD occurred during constant DI pacing. Therefore, the CVM model does not replicate canine ventricular electrophysiology that relates to alternans behavior.
Table 4.2 Hysteresis characteristics and alternans threshold in CVM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Thickness (msec)</th>
<th>Max Delay (beats)</th>
<th>Alternans threshold (msec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>9.71</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>205</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ito</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>7.35</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>&lt;150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ikr</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>9.51</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>&lt;150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iks</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IcaL</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>&lt;150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 5  Discussion

5.1 Hysteresis in restitution of APD

During sequential activation by DI control pacing, our results demonstrate that the restitution relationship has multi-modal behavior. We refer this type of behavior as 1:1 hysteresis in the restitution, or hysteresis. The hysteresis provides an antiarrhythmic mechanism that is not necessarily dependent on the slope of restitution. In Figure 5.1, we illustrate this mechanism graphically. When a premature stimulus produces a perturbation to the system, the DI is shortened from operating point of ‘X’ to point of asterisk as shown in the figure. According to the classical restitution, the dynamics of APD would be predicted by a uni-modal restitution function. If this uni-modal restitution can be presented by ‘function 1’ in the figure, the iteration of APDs will follow the points marked by 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 in the figure. It shows that the amplitude of alternans increase when the hysteresis is absent. However, our results indicate that APD dynamics possess hysteresis characteristic, i.e. the APDs are smaller with a shorter DI pacing history than those with a longer DI pacing history. Then with the contribution of hysteresis, the above iteration after point 2 will switch to point A, B, C, and D. Because hysteresis effects contributed from the short APD at point 1 diminished the response of APD at point A, the resulting APD will be smaller than that expected by the restitution relationship - ‘function 1’. The iteration of A, B, C, and D show a complex pattern of APD and DI around operation point ‘X’. But the amplitudes of these changes became smaller than those without hysteresis. Even with the slope of restitution >1, hysteresis is still able to prevent
evolution of APDs from unstable alternans triggered by one premature perturbation. This interpretation suggests cardiac memory tends to buffer the alternans via a hysteresis mechanism. These results provide a mechanistic explanation for the prediction in a study by Chialvo and colleagues\textsuperscript{124}, which was one of the first to demonstrate that memory suppressed complex dynamics by flattening restitution. However, our results show how memory can buffer instability independently (to some extent) of slope of restitution.

**Figure 5.1 Hysteresis as a mechanism for buffering alternans.** The function 1 and 2 represent the restitution relationship which gives the APD relating its preceding DI. When a premature contraction (asterisk) occurred, DI was shorter
than the previous beat, which led to APD at ‘point 1’. The memory of the premature contraction caused restitution curve flattening that was depicted as ‘Function 2’. The ‘Function 2’ has shorter APDs than ‘Function 1’ given the same DIs. The amplitude of alternans was dampened.

The transient dynamics of APD possess monotonic and non-monotonic components. Consistent with the observations of Elharrar et al\textsuperscript{125} and Watanabe et al\textsuperscript{95}, results in Figure 4.6 demonstrated a bi-component change in APDs, i.e. a sinusoidal pattern of oscillatory APD change was overlaid on the top of a monotonic decrease in APD. A phenomenon that indirectly is similar to hysteresis in restitution was previously reported by Elharrar et al\textsuperscript{125}. They abruptly changed CL between 500 to 1500 msec. When CL increased from 500 to 1500 msec, the APDs increased relatively slowly with more distributed over successive beats, and reached a steady state in about 50 beats. Compared with CL increase trial, the decrease of CL from 1500 to 500 msec made APDs descend more rapidly in the first premature beat, distribute less over successive beats, and reach a steady state in 20 beats. These accommodation phenomena suggest that high order factors, i.e. cardiac memory, are also an important contributor in APD dynamics.

The cardiac memory is considered as contributions from all of previous DIs and APDs to the current APD. A type of memory model computed these factors as accumulation and dissipation during depolarization and repolarization phases\textsuperscript{94, 96, 126-128}. According to this type of memory model, an APD following a long APD would be longer than that predicted by preceding DI, and vice versa\textsuperscript{71, 125}. We believe that differences in
the rates of change in APD during increasing and decreasing phases of DI are due to the cardiac memory. Beger\textsuperscript{129} used an auto-regressive and moving average memory model to demonstrated hysteresis loop, which included the DIs and APDs from several prior beats. If the hysteresis is indeed due to memory, the effect of memory must be very strong that the increase in APD was continual for several beats even after DIs have started decreasing. Because the asymmetric delay (Figure 4.2 line M, N, and P, Q), our results suggest that the memory effect is more pronounced when the DIs and APDs are increasing than when they are decreasing.

We further explored the memory model in a random pacing protocol. In this protocol, the changes in preceding DIs are least correlated with succeeding DIs. Due to the accumulation and dissipation kinetics of the memory model, the resulting restitution relationship should have maximal possible activation history background, which minimizes the effects of special cumulative memory, which was confirmed in study by Choi, et al\textsuperscript{58}. Under this assumption, the resulting relationship between DI and APD (Figure 4.8) was a cluster of points with overall slope less than 1. Compared with standard and dynamic restitution, the restitution relationship quantified by using linear and sequential change in DIs (Figure 4.7) also resulted in a shallower curve. It is notable that the cluster from random DI activation and trajectory from linear sequential DI pacing was overlaid on each other.

Hall et al\textsuperscript{94}, and Yehia et al\textsuperscript{130} also demonstrated a hysteresis type of APD dynamics in bullfrog cardiac muscle and isolated rabbit ventricular cells. These studies showed PCL was shorter at the moment when the APD switches from 1:1 to 2:1 response than that at the switch from 2:1 to 1:1 response, which demonstrated hysteresis. Walker, et
al\textsuperscript{100} also reported that 2:2 response, occurred at a faster rate, but persisted at a slower rate, i.e. once the alternans is started, we will need a longer PCL to get rid of the alternans than the PCL that started it. In our study, however, the hysteresis in restitution is a phenomenon that delayed change in APDs responds to the change in DIs. We demonstrated the hysteresis completely in 1:1 activation. Yehia et al\textsuperscript{130} derived a finite-difference equation to predict stability and 1:1 to 2:1 transition, which was still based on restitution. On the contrary, our results suggest that low dimension restitution dynamics is unlikely to adequately describe activation dynamics during 1:1 and 2:2 response. Banville and Gray\textsuperscript{76} further showed that there was no direct link between restitution relationship and activation dynamics in intact perfused hearts. Recently studies by Tolkacheva et al\textsuperscript{98,99} and Kalb et al\textsuperscript{108} proposed a restitution portrait as a criterion to assess the dynamics of restitution. However, those studies used the memory models that only included the effects from one prior beat, while our results indicated the memory effects lasted much longer. Then the new criterion proposed in those studies may need to be re-evaluated.

We used the LRD model to investigate the underlying ionic mechanism of hysteresis phenomenon. The dramatic effects of \textit{Tautr} and \textit{Iupbar} on loop thickness suggest that the Ca storage in SR and cytosol plays an important role in the hysteresis behavior. Figure 4.20D indicates that at high activation rate, Ca is retained in NSR. This accumulation in NSR raises the potential energy for diffusing Ca into JSR and resists reuptake of Ca from cytosol. This delay phenomenon could be boosted by slowing down the transfer rate, which made Ca in JSR refill much faster during increasing DI phase. Then there is more Ca in JSR released during calcium induced calcium release. The released Ca is to close the I_{CaL} channel. Therefore, the process of speeding up transfer rate cause less Ca into
JSR during increasing DI phase, which increased APD. The hysteresis loops in Figure 4.17E show that with decreased $T_{autr}$, the decrease of loop thickness was almost exclusively in the increase of the lower limb during the increasing DI phase. Consistent with this view, the influx through $I_{CaL}$ showed asymmetric throughput during decreasing and increasing DI phase in Figure 4.20B. Changes in $I_{upbar}$ produced non-monotonic, but small changes in loop delay. Increasing $I_{upbar}$ would increase Ca uptake from cytosol to the NSR. When the transfer rate from NSR to JSR was unchanged, increased uptake resulted in accumulation of Ca. Increased $I_{upbar}$ caused a larger accumulation of Ca in NSR, which would increase the driving force for transfer of Ca into the JSR, which was similar to that seen when $T_{autr}$ was decreased. Reducing $I_{upbar}$, on the other hand, decreased rate of removal of Ca from cytosol. This decreased rate left more intracellular Ca that raised APD for lower limb during increasing DI phase.

On the one hand, the delay or fluctuation of intracellular Ca cycling in SR plays an important role on action potential and hysteresis. On the other hand, the hysteresis can be modified by perturbing the membrane current channels too. For example, Figure 4.18A and B show hysteresis were augmented with increasing $I_{kr}$, which may be a viable approach to suppressing electrical alternans\textsuperscript{121} even though it may have a slight steeper slope of restitution shown in a simulation study\textsuperscript{120}. We observed blockage of $I_{ks}$ decreased the influx of potassium, which increased the calcium current and asymmetry of the integrated calcium current. The asymmetric integrated calcium current during decrease and increase of DI phase caused the hysteresis phenomenon. However, our simulation results using two computational models did not generate consistent results when $I_{kr}$ and $I_{CaL}$ were changed. We consider this difference may be caused by the
model's differences and incompletion. The LRD model is based on guinea pig data, while the CVM is based on canine. Furthermore, both of these models failed to replicate the alternans of APD during constant DI pacing that we observed experimentally. It implies that the electrophysiological mechanism responsible for the alternans in experiment is absent in these models.

5.2 Two components in the mechanism of alternans

We hypothesized that the slope of restitution, or DI dependent restitution, is only one of the contributors to the genesis of alternans. Because DIs preceding the long and short APDs were virtually identical in Figure 4.1A, it is unlikely that the slope of restitution is adequate to address this type of alternans. The substrate for this type of alternans provides an explanation for the lack of correlation between slope of restitution and alternans observed in recent studies\textsuperscript{70, 97, 104, 131}. Given that APDs are changing (alternans) while preceding DIs are not, it is not surprising that correlation between slope of restitution and alternans is found to be weak.

We proposed that there are two components in the mechanism of alternans: DI dependent and DI independent. A critical question in this situation is whether or not the alternans of DI is causally linked to alternans of APD? The slope of restitution presumes that oscillatory change of DI triggers alternans of APD. Our results, however, show that alternans of APD occurs during constant DI pacing (Figure 4.9). In this scenario, DI dependent restitution is unlikely to contribute to alternans, and the DI independent component plays a major role in the genesis of alternans. The emphasis on DI independent component does not challenge the existence of DI dependent restitution.
Actually, during the constant PCL pacing, our results demonstrated that a change in DI is associated with a parallel change in APD (Figure 4.10). This change in APD is both the result and cause of change in DI. Our works separate the DI independent component from DI dependent restitution. Larger amplitude of alternans was observed during constant PCL pacing, compared with constant DI pacing (Figure 4.12). This observation supports our hypothesis that there are two components in the mechanism of alternans. The difference in the amplitudes of alternans between constant PCL and DI pacing provides an estimate of the relative contributions of DI independent and DI dependent mechanisms.

It is important to control the beat by beat changes in DI in our study, although the exact value of DI that was achieved was not very critical. Ideally, DIs would be identical for all beats. However, numerically identical control of DI for beat after beat is very difficult to achieve in practice. Nonetheless, very small variation in changes in DIs was achieved. In order to determine whether this small beat by beat change in DI could be responsible for alternans of APD during constant DI pacing, the instantaneous slopes were computed (Figure 4.11). If alternans was indeed produced by change in DI via restitution, then slope of restitution relationship near this operating point would be equal to the instantaneous slope. Similar to the slopes observed during VF97, a large number of negative slopes were observed, i.e. changes in APD and DI were in opposite direction. The negative slope indicates that this alternans could not have been caused by DI dependent restitution. When the slopes were positive, most of them were larger than 3, which was much larger than the restitution slope quantified by the dynamic restitution protocol97 or any experimental protocol. Especially when these instantaneous slopes were calculated sequentially, slopes of restitution relationship should be much flatter111.
Therefore, the DI independent component may play a more fundamental role for the alternans during constant DI pacing than the DI dependent restitution.

The finding that alternans occurs independently of DI restitution is consistent with the results by Saitoh et al. Saitoh et al used interpolated beats to make two successive beats to have the same preceding DI. Their results show that alternans could not be suppressed in ventricular tissue with same preceding DI. In our study, the explicit control of DI allows us to demonstrate behavior of APD alternans independent of changes in DIs directly. Action potential (AP) clamp was used in an alternans study by Chudin, et al. In their study, the membrane potentials were driven by an identical AP for every beats. But the intracellular Ca transient showed alternative change, without membrane potential alternans. In our study, the cells decided the time course of repolarization at given controlled resting time interval. Because AP clamp forces an AP on the cell, it is unable to explore the intrinsic electrophysiological mechanism of alternans. Since the non-voltage-gated ion mechanism also influence wavebreak, the feedback protocol provided a unique way to investigate intrinsic alternans, which could not be provided by any other contemporary protocols.

It is likely that calcium handling mechanisms are responsible for DI independent component. But once alternans start during constant PCL pacing, effects of restitution dependent and independent mechanisms are not mutually excluded. Recent studies show potassium currents are important contributor to restitution and short-term memory. In our protocol, DI dependent components, such as potassium are minimized. Then contribution from DI independent components, such as SR Ca content fluctuation, is manifested. Therefore, the DI control approaches will
help to solve the puzzle brought about by the interaction of DI restitution and DI independent component.

Cardiac memory has been considered an important factor in the mechanism of alternans. As discussed above, memory can be constructed as accumulation and dissipation during depolarization and repolarization states. Our results (Figure 4.9) suggest that it is the memory that causes a short APD after a long APD which results in more accumulation of the memory, given same amount memory is dissipated with same relaxation time (DI). Such memory contributes to alternans in the absence of restitution effects. Random DIs perturb the memory and result in smaller amplitude of alternans (Figure 4.15). Because the DIs before and after random perturbation were the same and different initial conditions do not show a difference in the amplitude of alternans (Figure 4.14), different cardiac memory status may have caused the difference in alternans amplitude. This result supports the idea that cardiac memory plays an important role in the genesis of alternans.

The I_{CaL} channel in CVM was constructed to study alternans. This model can generate persistent alternans during constant PCL pacing. Unfortunately, the CVM failed to reproduce the alternans during constant DI pacing shown in our experiments. This result implies that the alternans via the DI independent component has not been included in these models.
Chapter 6 Summary

What makes reentry spiral wave unstable? This is an important question in the studies of arrhythmogenesis. In the present study, we visualize the answer to this question in a diagram as shown in Figure 6.1. The wave breaks can initiate from functional block or dynamic instability, which lead us to the alternans study. The mechanism of alternans can not be elucidated, until all of the underlying components are identified and evaluated. We demonstrated a type of alternans during constant DI pacing. This result indicates that there are two components in the mechanism of alternans: DI dependent and independent component. Because the real APD dynamics is a high dimension model, we further explore it during sequential DI activation. We found that the APD dynamics showed hysteresis characteristic.

We demonstrated that alternans occurred during constant DI pacing, i.e. the DI preceding each APD was invariant or change within a very limited range. It means that the DI independent component by itself is large enough to maintain the alternans. In this case, the existence of alternans does not necessarily depend on the slope of DI restitution or oscillation of DI preceding APD. Consistent with our results, recent studies found that the correlation between the slope of restitution and onset of alternans is deficient or weak. This discrepancy could be explained by the interaction of DI dependent and independent components during constant PCL pacing. Identifying the effects of these two components could deepen the understanding of the mechanism of alternans. One of our objectives in this study was to delineate the role of DI dependent
restitution of APD in alternans, because the physiological ion mechanisms are different through DI and APD. If so, DI dependent and independent components have significantly different meaning for mechanism of alternans. We used CVM to investigate the possible ionic movement responsible for these two components. CVM produced sustainable alternans during constant PCL pacing, but failed to replicate the alternans during constant DI pacing. This result implies that the kinetics of Ca inhibit L-type Ca channel modeled in CVM is unlikely to be able to explain the DI independent component in the mechanism of alternans.
Figure 6.1 The summary of the present studies. The objective of the present studies is to investigate the mechanism of the alternans of APD. The result of the experiment using the feedback protocol and constant DI sequence indicates that there are two components in the mechanism of alternans: DI dependent and independent components. The restitution showed hysteresis like phenomenon during sequential change of DI. The result of the simulation study supports the hypothesis that Ca plays a key role in the hysteresis.
The trajectory of APD dynamics shows the hysteresis phenomenon under sequential activation. We observed multiple values of APD correspondent to a given DI with different activation history. The trajectory of restitution relationship was bi-modal and shallower than that obtained by standard or dynamic restitution protocol. We proposed that alternans of APD could be dampened via hysteresis even though slope of restitution is equal to or larger than 1. Therefore, hysteresis provides a mechanism to develop antiarrhythmic therapy. The computational results showed that the asymmetric Ca dynamics during increasing and decreasing DI phase plays an important role in the hysteresis. Ca ion served as a bridge between intracellular Ca cycling and membrane potential. Our results support the hypothesis that high dimensional dynamics of APD may result from the special role of Ca movement.

Our studies have limitations. We collected data from isolated canine endocardial tissue using superfusion. Although transmembrane potentials recorded from perfused and superfused ventricular tissue in canines are virtually identical, it is possible that differences may exist between in vivo and vitro preparations. However, our results are comparable with the large number of studies of alternans conducted using isolated tissue. We also studied the alternans in the view of temporal dynamics. But the alternans may also rise from the spatial factors such as spatial heterogeneity and conduction velocity. The computational models of LRD and CVM have generated inconsistent results, especially, the CVM model which could not replicate the experimental results during constant DI pacing. Although the CVM includes the kinetics of Ca inhibit L-type Ca channel modeled in CVM, the mechanism for DI independent component still remains unclear.
How may we use the new information from the presented studies in the future research of the restitution and arrhythmogenesis? In the study of DI dependent restitution (i.e. restitution hypothesis), there is a propensity to believe that the membrane currents, especially the repolarization currents, are responsible for the restitution. The experiment results of the correlation between intracellular Ca cycling and alternans were therefore used as the evidences to support intracellular Ca cycling as an alternative hypothesis. However, this is problematic. Two questions we may ask: 1) Are the restitution and Ca cycling mutually exclusive or separable? 2) How the restitution should be quantified? The DI dependent restitution related the APD and its preceding DI to form a uni-modal relationship by using ‘standard’ or ‘dynamic’ pacing protocols. In this uni-modal relationship, the slope of restitution at relatively short DI range represents the modulation of I_{kr} and I_{ks} responding to the DI change. While our results, i.e. the hysteresis in the restitution and DI independent component in the mechanism of alternans provide convincible evidence that the DIs and APDs in the activation history have a way to project to the current APD, i.e. the value of current APD is affected by all preceding DIs and APDs. It is worthy to notice that the ionic movements during DI and APD are different physiologically. The mechanism such as Ca inhibit L-type Ca channel^{114}, and baseline I_{kr}^{120} were proposed as the pathway that projects preceding APD change to the current APD, i.e. mechanic implication for cardiac memory. Our simulation results further suggest that the Ca storage in SR and cytosol play a key role in the hysteresis in restitution. This result shows the restitution and intracellular Ca cycling are NOT mutually exclusive. It will be more meaningful to identify the DI dependent component and DI independent component in the measurement of APD and DI dynamics. The
constant DI pacing trial provides an example that the effect of $I_{kr}$ and $I_{ks}$ responding to DI change (i.e. DI dependent restitution) is separable in the mechanism of alternans, which help us understanding the ionic mechanism for restitution. Furthermore, the hysteresis provides a promising method to connect a characteristic of restitution to the intracellular Ca storage and cycling. The measurement of the hysteresis provides a way to quantify the restitution under the new view that restitution has a component of intracellular Ca. In summary, the presented results would help to end the discussion between the school of restitution and intracellular Ca cycling, and more importantly open a new view to investigate the controversial restitution hypothesis.

The identification of the mechanism for hysteresis and DI dependent and independent components in the mechanism of alternans is more than theoretical researches. Because the hysteresis may be a potential target for developing anti-arrhythmic therapy, it would be helpful to investigate the strategies to enhance the hysteresis phenomenon. It would also be useful to develop techniques to measure and quantify the hysteresis characteristic, for the hysteresis is a viable way to test the stability of electrical activation in an electrophysiology (EP) laboratory. The results of anti-arrhythmic drug trials manifest the importance of considering overall risk factors when one risk factor is suppressed. It is likely that testing the effects of a combination of drugs on both DI dependent and independent components would generate a safe therapy to prevent the fibrillation.
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